Hi guys,
Well it is about five weeks until our scheduled quarterly luncheon, which this year will again be a spouses
included barbecue dinner at Ray Booth`s party barn in Spicewood, TX on Lake Travis, planned for
Wednesday, October 21 at 3:30. As you likely know already, the cost of the food and drink will be covered
from the Golden Eagles treasury since this is also being held as a regional reunion for all Golden Eagles
members and their spouses. We have had a few out of the area (regional but non-LAC) members commit
to attend and are hoping for more positive responses from the membership at large.
As you know, since we have decided to no longer have the annual conventions, we have felt and hoped
that regional reunions will take the place of the annual conventions and the camaraderie they provided.
This is the first attempt to have one of these "non-convention type" reunions and we hope we have a good
enough turnout to indicate such a concept will work as a substitute for the conventions. So I am asking
all of you members of the Hill Country LAC, who is sponsoring this reunion, to make a good effort
to attend and support this event. So far we have only received positive responses from eight of our LAC
members and their spouses. There have been five positive responses from "regional", non-HCLAC
Golden Eagles members and their spouses and hopefully there will be more as the time approaches. We
also anticipate there will be a few non-GE members who will attend as guests.
This reunion has been and will again be featured in the monthly update sent out to all Golden Eagles
members so that everyone will be advised of the event. We hope we have a good turnout in spite of the
lingering stigma of the Covid scare, and I do believe most of our GE members are of the opinion that any
danger of contracting the virus at this point in time is very minimal. All the event details are being repeated
in the monthly update and will be revised as necessary.
So, again, please make an effort to support this reunion event. The success or failure of this effort will
impact our future decisions about having more reunions. We hope this concept works, and we hope you
agree that it is a good plan going forward. When you feel you can make a decision about attending,
PLEASE let me know yay or nay with the number you are bringing if attending so we can plan
accordingly.
I am posting the list of those who have currently responded as attending at the end of this email.

Remember, the food and drinks are free, and real pilots NEVER, EVER turn down a freebie!��
Thanks, and I hope to see you there,
Dave
BBQ reunion oct 21, 2020 positive responses:
Ray and Mary Booth
Dave and Kay Newell
Don and Francia Gentry
Wayman Curry
Buck Wroten
Lee and Pam Meyners
Dave and Sandy Judson
Les and Ida Cook
David and Tina Hughes
Ben and Chris McKenzie
Roger and Carol Bartel
Loyd and Debbie Robeson
Gary Small

Dave Newell
davebnewell@gmail.com
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